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The Impact of Clostridium Histolyticum
Collagenase on the Prevalence and Management
of Peyronie’s Disease in the United States
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Purpose: We evaluated the impact of collagenase clostridium histolyticum (CCH) on rates of diagnosis, treatment, and corporal rupture in Peyronie’s disease (PD). We examined the impact of CCH on cost of PD treatment.
Materials and Methods: We extracted data on PD diagnosis (ICD-9 607.95 and ICD-10 N48.6), corporal rupture (ICD9 959.13 and ICD-10 S39.840A), CCH use (J0775), penile injections (CPT 54200), and corporal rupture repair from 2008
to 2016 in men over 40 years old using the Clinformatics® Data Mart Database (3.7 to 4.9 million males). We analyzed for
prevalence of PD, rates of PD treatments, cost associated with treatment, and rates of corporal rupture and repair by year.
Results: The prevalence of PD was 0.29% in 2013 and did not increase after CCH entered the market in 2014. An average
of 2.52% of men with PD received treatment before CCH, compared with 3.75% after (p<0.0001). Penile injection rates
increased (1.34% vs . 2.61%, p<0.0001), while rates of surgical treatments decreased between these periods. There was no
change in rate of corporal rupture in men with PD before (0.024%) and after (0.024%) CCH. Overall, only 20.0% of corporal
ruptures were repaired. After CCH entered practice, a significant increase in cost occurred (p=0.013).
Conclusions: The prevalence of men with PD did not change after CCH. However, more men with PD received treatment
due to an increase in penile injections. The cost of treating PD increased after CCH became available. The overall prevalence
of corporal rupture did not change after CCH entered the market.
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INTRODUCTION
Peyronie’s disease (PD) is characterized by fibrous
penile plaque formation in the tunica albuginea, leading to penile deformities that may interfere with sexual function [1]. When left untreated, the disease has
a variable course with some patients spontaneously
improving, and others progressing to significant dis-

ability. The prevalence of PD has been estimated to be
between 0.5% and 20.3% [2,3], though there is concern
these may be underestimates given the potentially embarrassing nature of the condition. While diabetes and
erectile dysfunction have been postulated as medical
comorbidities [3,4], PD has been linked to depression,
low self-esteem, and emotional distress [5].
A number of therapies for PD exist. Of these, only
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intralesional verapamil, intralesional collagenase clostridium histolyticum (CCH), tunical plication, plaque
incision/excision, and penile prosthesis are currently
recommended by American Urological Association
(AUA) guidelines [1]. In particular, there has been
significant interest in use of CCH given the weak evidence for efficacy of verapamil [1,6,7] and the invasive
nature of surgical procedures. Indeed, phase III studies
showing significant improvements in penile curvature
and PD symptoms with CCH led to approval from the
United Stated Food and Drug Administration in 2013
[8]. Given the impressive results of initial CCH trials,
there has been a substantial increase in PD research.
In 2015 and 2016, there were 103 and 102 “Peyronie’s
Disease” PubMed articles indexed, compared with 68,
86, 68, and 64 in the 4 years prior. However, if any
changes in the rates of diagnosis and management of
PD have occurred in tandem remains unknown.
Despite its potential as a therapy, CCH has been associated with significant adverse events. An analysis
of the data from both phase III clinical trials of CCH
found that 84.2% of patients in the CCH group had an
adverse event, compared to 36.3% in the placebo arm.
Though most adverse events were mild or moderate
(79.0%), 3 corporal ruptures and 3 severe hematomas
occurred in the CCH group [8]. Subsequent studies
have reported that 34% of urologists administering
CCH have encountered a corporal rupture [9], and in
one series, 4.9% of patients treated with CCH developed
this complication. In the later study, 20% of cases were
managed non-operatively [10]. However, to date, there
have been no studies looking at population-level data
to assess if corporal rupture rates have increased in
the era of CCH use or compared CCH corporal rupture
rates to other injection agents used in practice.
The primary goal of this study was to use a national
insurance claims database to define the prevalence
of PD, utilization of AUA recommended treatments
for PD, and cost of treating PD in actual practice and
examine how CCH availability has affected these. Further, we assessed the rates of corporal rupture and repair in men with PD and association with CCH availability and use.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
1. Ethics statement

The study protocol was approved by the Institutional
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Review Board of Stanford University (IRB# 35751).
Informed consent was not necessary given use of a deidentified and HIPAA (Health Insurance Portability
and Accountability Act) compliant database.

2. Study population and data acquisition

Optum Clinformatics® Data Mart Database is a deidentified and HIPAA compliant database from a large
national insurance provider that stores data from adjudicated and paid insurance claims. We identified all men of
40 years of age or older, insured from 2008 to 2016, and
used this as our study population. A cutoff of 40 yearsold was selected to focus on age groups where PD is most
common. Between 3.7 and 4.9 million males were covered
annually during the study period. These individuals represent a geographically and ethnically diverse population
from multiple age groups. Data collected includes patient
demographic characteristics, international classification
of diseases (ICD-9 and 10) codes, and current procedural
terminology (CPT) codes. This database has been used in
studies across the medical spectrum including the fields
of internal medicine [11], endocrinology [12], and gastroenterology [13], among others.

3. Prevalence and treatment of Peyronie’s
disease

For men in our study population, we extracted codes
related to PD diagnosis (ICD-9 607.95 and ICD-10 N48.6)
and treatment (CPT 54200, 54205, 54300, 54304, 54360,
54110, 54111, 54400-54405). These CPT codes map only
to AUA-recommended PD therapies. Use of oral agents
and other therapies not recommended in the AUA
guidelines were excluded from analysis. Code J0775 (a
Healthcare Common Procedure Coding System code)
was used to determine CCH use. Use of CCH to treat
PD was confirmed by requiring both a CPT code for
penile injection and J0775.
We counted the number of men who had a PD diagnosis in each year and used this to determine prevalence. Similarly, we counted the number of men receiving treatments in each year and used these to calculate
treatment rates. Both individual years and eras before
and after CCH use (2008–2013 vs. 2014–2016) were analyzed for prevalence of PD, overall rate of PD treatment, rate of penile injections, and rate of PD surgical
procedures. We extracted paid, adjudicated claims associated with PD treatment, and used these to calculate
cost associated with PD treatment. Costs associated
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with diagnosis of PD were not included in our analysis,
but all costs for the complete follow-up interval of every treatment were included. Given the range of years
covered in the study, all costs were inflation adjusted.

4. Prevalence and management of corporal
rupture

For the same men, we extracted codes related to corporal rupture (ICD-9 959.13 and ICD-10 S39.840A) and
repair (CPT 54437 and 54440). Corporal ruptures were
only identified as being related to penile injections if
they occurred after at least 1 penile injection was administered (time from last injection to rupture reported
in days). We then analyzed data for rates of corporal
rupture and repair by era, number of ruptures after
CCH injections, and number of ruptures after non-CCH
penile injections.

5. Data analysis

Prevalence of diagnoses and rates of treatments were
calculated by dividing the number of men with the
characteristic of interest by the entire study population within each year or time period. In regards to PD
diagnosis and treatment, we compared the prevalence
of PD diagnosis, rates of penile injections, rates of PD
surgical procedures, and median cost of PD treatment
per man before and after CCH entered the market
(2008–2013 vs. 2014–2016). For corporal rupture, we
compared the prevalence of corporal rupture and rates
of corporal rupture repair before and after CCH entered the market. Further, we compared the rate of
corporal rupture after CCH administration in 2014 to
2016 to other injected agents used in 2008 to 2013 (e.g.,
verapamil and interferon). For this specific comparison
we excluded men who received treatments in both eras.
This was done in order to ensure men that received
CCH from 2014 to 2016 had not also received penile
injections with other agents. The chi-square test was
used to compare prevalence and rates and Wilcoxon
rank-sum test was applied to compare costs. All tests
were two-sided and p<0.05 was considered statistically
significant. All analyses were conducted using SAS Institute Inc. (ver. 9.4; Cary, NC, USA).

Table 1. Demographic characteristics
Characteristic
Age (y)
<40
40–49
50–59
60–69
≥70
Race
Asian
Black
Hispanic
Unknown
White
Education
Less than 12th grade
High school diploma
Less than bachelor degree
≥Bachelor degree
Unknown
Income (US dollars per year)
<50K
50–100K
≥100K
Unknown
Year first evaluated
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016

Number (%)
2,582 (8.68)
4,164 (13.99)
9,557 (32.11)
9,907 (33.29)
3,552 (11.93)
457 (1.54)
2,081 (6.99)
2,158 (7.25)
2,784 (9.35)
22,282 (74.87)
87 (0.29)
7,081 (23.79)
14,894 (50.04)
5,765 (19.37)
1,935 (6.50)
4,284 (14.39)
9,041 (30.38)
11,369 (38.20)
5,068 (17.03)
3,548 (11.92)
3,226 (10.84)
3,081 (10.35)
3,070 (10.32)
3,101 (10.42)
3,352 (11.26)
3,271 (10.99)
3,256 (10.94)
3,857 (12.96)

RESULTS
1. Prevalence and treatment of Peyronie’s
disease

An overview of our cohort is seen in Table 1. The
annual prevalence of men with PD rose from 0.09% in
2008 to 0.29% by 2013 for the entire cohort. From 2014
to 2016, prevalence remained stable, ranging between
0.29% and 0.30%. PD was most prevalent in men 50
to 59 years old (0.11% to 0.38%) and 60 to 69 years old
(0.16% to 0.48%) during the study period (Fig. 1).
The annual percentage of men with PD who received
treatment ranged between 2.20% and 2.36% for 2008 to
www.wjmh.org
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2013 (average 2.52% of men with PD treated). The rate
of treatment increased to 3.36% in 2014 and further
increased to 3.77% in 2015 and 4.04% in 2016 (average
3.75% of men with PD treated). The increase in average rate of PD treatment between eras was significant
(p<0.0001). Corresponding to the increase in treatment,
average rates of penile injection increased from 1.34%
for 2008 to 2013 to 2.61% for 2014 to 2016 (p<0.0001).
Average rates of penile plication (0.58% vs. 0.51%,
p=0.11), penile grafting (0.22% vs. 0.13%, p=0.002), and
penile prosthesis (0.68% vs. 0.58%, p=0.04) appeared to
decrease when comparing the same periods (Table 2).
The median annual inflation-adjusted cost of PD
treatment rose from $5,832 per man in 2008 to $10,022
per man in 2016. While costs were overall stable between 2008 to 2013 (range, $2,960–$5,832), they sharply
increased after CCH became available in 2014. The
median cost of PD treatment increased by $5,286 from
40 49 y
50 59 y
60 69 y
>70 y
Overall

0.50
0.45

% of men with PD

0.40
0.35
0.30
0.25
0.20
0.15
0.10
0.05
0.00

2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016
Year

Fig. 1. Percent of men with Peyronie’s disease (PD) by age group.

2013 (median, $2,960) to 2014 (median, $8,246). The median cost continued to increase after, reaching $10,022
in 2016. Comparing the years before and after CCH
entered the market, the increase in cost was significant
(p=0.01, Table 2).

2. Prevalence and management of corporal
rupture

A total of 25 corporal ruptures occurred in men with
PD during the study period. When comparing before
and after CCH entered the market, there was no significant change in prevalence between the eras (0.024%
vs. 0.024%, p<0.999). Additionally, only 20% of corporal
ruptures were repaired in both eras.

DISCUSSION
To our knowledge, this is the first study to examine
how CCH has affected AUA-recommended management of PD in actual practice. We found that the reported prevalence of men with PD did not change after
CCH entered the market. However, we did find that
more men with PD received treatment due to a clinically and statistically significant increase in penile injection utilization. Though the cost of treating PD per
man increased over the entire study period, this was
most pronounced after CCH became available. Given
the significant increase in penile injections during this
period and substantial cost associated with CCH use [14],
the sharp rise is likely due to CCH use. We found that
risk of corporal rupture in men with PD is low, and the
overall prevalence of corporal rupture did not change
after CCH entered the market.

Table 2. Annual PD treatment and cost data
Year

Percent of men
receiving treatment

Penile
injection

Penile
plication

Penile
grafting

Penile
prosthesis

Cost of treating
PD ($)

2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016

2.20
2.66
2.35
2.61
2.83
2.36
3.36
3.77
4.04

1.04
1.53
1.28
1.34
1.52
1.29
2.26
2.73
2.78

0.58
0.57
0.57
0.71
0.62
0.46
0.51
0.47
0.54

0.26
0.32
0.24
0.18
0.18
0.17
0.12
0.08
0.20

0.69
0.67
0.67
0.67
0.79
0.62
0.62
0.47
0.66

$5,832 (306–104,715)
$3,394 (184–93,205)
$5,393 (351–71,509)
$3,652 (176–86,898)
$3,218 (176–98,765)
$2,960 (43–65,896)
$8,246 (182–104,515)
$8,370 (249–103,461)
$10,022 (266–194,220)

Values are presented as present only or median (range).
PD: Peyronie’s disease.
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In our population, the prevalence of PD remained at
approximately 0.3% before and after CCH entered the
market. Our reported prevalence of 0.3% is lower than
recently published estimates, though it is close to a 0.5%
prevalence reported in a previous population-based
study [2,3]. While this is in part due to the younger
age of our study population (average age, 57–60, annually), it likely reflects that PD is an underdiagnosed
condition in population-based samples. In general, our
findings are congruent with the accepted understanding that PD prevalence increases with age (as high
as 0.48% in the 60–69 year-old age group). However,
the prevalence in patients over 70 years old declined
substantially. Whether this represents underdiagnosis
or is directed by patient and provider desires requires
further study.
Though we expected the prevalence of diagnosed
PD to potentially increase after the approval of a new,
minimally invasive treatment, this did not occur. However, we did note a gradual increase in prevalence of
PD over the early years of our study. Though this may
be related to slowly increasing awareness of PD in the
community, it may also be true rise in incidence of PD
over these years, mirroring the rise in incidence of associated comorbidities such as obesity, erectile dysfunction, and diabetes [15].
The annual percent of patients with PD receiving
treatment increased significantly after CCH entered
the market. This was associated with a significant increase in penile injections that offset overall declines in
rates of surgical treatments for PD. Rates of PD treatment with AUA-recommended therapies has not been
previously reported to our knowledge. However, it has
been estimated that 59% to 72% of urologists initiate
some therapy (including those outside AUA recommendations) for patients with PD, upon presentation
[16,17]. CCH availability was associated with a significant increase in annual cost of PD treatment per man.
Though cost of PD treatment rose of the entire study
period, the most pronounced increases were seen in the
years after CCH became available. Unfortunately, we
lack the required clinical data to comment on if this
increase in cost is justified by improved patient outcomes. Future studies should assess if CCH is a costeffective way to manage PD.
Corporal rupture is the most severe adverse event
associated with CCH use. The proposed mechanism of
action (enzymatic degradation of collagen) and occur-

rence of corporal rupture only in the CCH arm of the
clinical trials validated concerns [8]. However, when
considering all men with PD as a group, there was no
change in the rate of corporal rupture before and after
CCH became available. Though we did not find conclusive evidence that CCH significantly increases the
risk of corporal rupture in men with PD, up to 34% of
urologists using CCH have reported experience with
a corporal rupture. It is possible that such events are
not reliably captured using administrative claims data
as non-specific codes (such as those for “penile hematoma”) may also have been used [9].
We acknowledge several limitations. The data used
for our study does not include clinical outcomes of
patients, so the efficacy of CCH in practice could not
be assessed. Similarly, clinical data, such as severity
of penile deformity/curvature, is not included. The
number of corporal ruptures identified was small, limiting our ability to make definitive conclusions. Our
study design cannot control for variations in diagnosis
and coding behaviors between individual physicians.
Though diverse, our study population is an insured
population, and our findings may not be representative
of uninsured patients, who many represent an undertreated group in general. However, our study uses of a
large, well-maintained database that includes patients
from various geographic and demographic strata in the
United States. The coding data used for study inclusion are very specific to the conditions and treatments
of interest. Finally, use of this type of database allows
for evaluation of actual practice patterns and outcomes
beyond the scope of clinical trials or institutional chart
review.

CONCLUSIONS
This study investigates the effect of CCH availability
on PD prevalence and treatment. While no change in
PD prevalence occurred after CCH entered the market,
a significant increase in the proportion of men with PD
who received treatment, specifically with penile plaque
injections, was found. In contrast, significantly less
men underwent surgical repair for PD. At the same
time, there was a significant increase in annual cost of
PD treatment. Investigation into rates of corporal rupture found no change in men with PD as a whole after
CCH entered the market.
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